
February 2021

Dear All at St Jo’s,

Well, Christmas seems like a distant memory now, doesn’t it?  Although it was lovely to be 
with Mum for just over a week - the quietest week ever I think as my brother and sister were 
unable to visit as they usually would - and of course neither was it possible for us to go to 
them.  I left Sussex in Tier 2 and returned to find it in Tier 4.  Another lockdown.

So, I have sighed my way in 2021 in lots of ways, and have to confess that at times my 
thoughts have been a bit on the bleak side.  I recognise that as I live on my own, those most 
basic of life tasks - exercise, eating decently, prayer, staying in touch are all the more 
important for me and yet sometimes what I least feel like doing - indeed, manage to do. 
 Recently this little quote landed in my in-box:
 
"Gratitude dances though the open windows of our hearts. We cannot force it. We 
cannot create it. And we can certainly close our windows to keep it out. But we can 
also keep them open and be ready for the joy when it comes."  Lew Smedes

Those few lines lifted my eyes/heart/spirit - all the things that needed lifting, in the same way 
as did a recent text message from a friend who told me how she was looking out for the small 
joys in her life.  Grace finding me - doing for me what I cannot do for myself, opening me up 
again to the presence of God, always there.

So life continues on Zoom - you can see me above on a call from my Mum's, back in 
November.  I remember being at great pains to explain to people that it wasn't my wallpaper in 
the background (sorry Mum!)  As I write this, the Encounter that my friends, Gerd and Rosi 
run most years is well underway - also on Zoom.  Last year Gerd and Rosi took the huge step 
of relocating back to Germany and have begun a whole new chapter of life and ministry.  In 
the course of talking about this year's Encounter, it unexpectedly became clear that it would 
be a good time for me to step back from my involvement and instead focus on some different 
things.  Please do pray for the course and all those participating - it's very exciting to see a 
really strong team of latinos stepping into different roles, and more speakers involved from 
around the world, now that it is a virtual course.

New Year is that great time for reflection and review and I've appreciated having a bit more 
time than I usually do for this.  A couple of weeks ago, I did a little exercise with the youth 
group (YoYo's) from my church, inviting them to come up with their own questions to help 
them think back over their year.  This is what they drew up - you might like to ponder some 

of the questions for yourself, if it's not already too late for that.  😊   I also found an interesting 
website where you can write an email to 'your future self' - so I've just whizzed one off - 
gathering together some of my reflections and reminding myself what I want myself to keep 
hold of.  (futureme.org)   It should arrive in my inbox in 6 months' time.  

As I look ahead, work will continue in much the same vein as last year - meetings all on 
Zoom.  I’m taking with friends in Argentina about the possibility of creating some more training 
courses together later in the year, so that’s exciting to think about … although it does leave 
me wondering when travel in person will become possible again.  A time for patient waiting!  

So, let me finish with wishing you much love, and as always with my profound thanks for your 
support and care and interest in all that I'm doing,

With much love, 
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